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We demonstrate experimentally an enhanced intermodal four-wave mixing (FWM) process through coupling
positively chirped femtosecond pulses into the deeply normal dispersion region of the fundamental mode of an
in-house fabricated photonic crystal fiber (PCF). In the intermodal phase-matching scheme, the energy of the pump
waves at 800 nm in the fundamental mode is efficiently converted into the anti-Stokes waves around 553 nm and the
Stokes waves within the wavelength range of 1445–1586 nm in the second-order mode. The maximum conversion
efficiency of ηas and ηs of anti-Stokes and Stokes waves can be up to 21% and 16%, respectively. The Stokes fre-
quency shift Ω is 5580 cm−1. The fiber bending and intermodal walk-off effect of pulses do not have significant
influence on the nonlinear optical process. © 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (060.5295) Photonic crystal fibers; (190.4370) Nonlinear optics, fibers; (190.4380) Nonlinear optics,

four-wave mixing.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.40.001338

As a third-order parametric process, four-wave mixing
(FWM) originates from the nonlinear response of bound
electronics of a medium to the electromagnetic field. The
nonlinear optical process can efficiently convert the
pump energy into the blue-shifted anti-Stokes wave and
red-shifted Stokes wave if the net energy and momentum
are conserved during the interaction among the four
optical waves. Since the first demonstration in a silica
optical fiber in 1974 [1], the fiber-optic FWMs have at-
tracted much attention, especially after the invention
of photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [2,3], which is considered
an ideal candidate for achieving FWM-based nonlinear
frequency conversion of short pulses because of the
enhanced nonlinearity and tailored dispersion.
Most of the previous works on fiber-optic FWMs refer

to the generation of anti-Stokes and Stokes waves based
on FWM in the same mode, fundamental or high-order
modes, as the pump wave in PCFs with tens of centi-
meters length [4–7]. For the intramodal FWM, the
dispersion profile of the PCFs needs to be appropriately
designed, and the excitation wavelength of pump pulses
has to be in the vicinity of zero dispersion wavelength
of the propagation mode in order to satisfy the phase-
matching condition. Thus, the flexibility in the PCF
design and the choice of the existing laser sources to
achieve the phase-matched FWM is limited. Moreover,
when the pump pulses are located around the zero
dispersion wavelength, other nonlinear optical effects
such as modulation instability, intrapulse Raman scatter-
ing, and soliton fission will occur and interact to generate
broad supercontinuum (SC), which not only can reduce
the energy conversion from the pump to the anti-Stokes

and Stokes waves, but also can severely contaminate the
output optical spectra. Intermodal FWM can solve this
problem of intramodal FWM. Intermodal FWM has
been demonstrated in the initial nonlinear dynamics of
SC generation in the multimode optical fibers [8,9] and
PCFs [10,11]. For the intermodal FWM, when the pump
wave is launched in the deeply normal or anomalous
dispersion region of the fundamental mode, the anti-
Stokes and Stokes waves can be generated based on the
phase-matching condition fulfilled with other high-
order modes. The intermodal nonlinear effects of short
pulses in the multimode PCFs were studied theoreti-
cally by Poletti and Horak [12,13]. This PCF-based inter-
modal FWM scheme involving two pump photons in
the fundamental mode and the anti-Stokes and Stokes
photons in the high-order modes is a nonlinear fre-
quency conversion technique. Tu et al. reported the en-
ergy conversion of femtosecond pulses around 800 nm
to the anti-Stokes wave around 586 nm in a large mode
area PCF, but the conversion efficiency is only 7%, and
the nonlinear optical process is sensitive to the fiber
bending [14].

In this Letter, an enhanced intermodal FWM is demon-
strated experimentally in an air-silica PCF fabricated in-
house. By the intermodal phase-matching scheme, two
pump photons around 800 nm in the fundamental mode
are efficiently converted into one anti-Stokes photon
around 553 nm and one Stokes photon within the wave-
length range of 1445–1586 nm in the second-order mode.
The maximum conversion efficiency ηas and ηs of the
anti-Stokes and Stokes waves can be up to 21% and 16%,
respectively. The influences of fiber bending and walk-off
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effect of pulses on the nonlinear optical process are also
discussed.
The air-silica PCF used in the experiment has a core

diameter of 5.9 μm and a relative hole size of 0.84, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Because of the large index difference
between the core and cladding region, several guided
modes can exist in this PCF. Here, we focused on the
fundamental (1st) and the second-order (2nd) modes
only. The effective refractive index curves calculated for
the 1st and 2nd modes are presented in Fig. 1(b), and the
corresponding spatial mode profiles calculated at 800
and 553 nm are shown in the insets 1 and 2 of Fig. 1(b),
where most energy of these two modes is confined in the
core region along with significant mode field overlap
within the wavelength range of interest. Figure 1(c)
shows the group-velocity dispersion profiles of the 1st
and 2nd modes derived from the effective refractive in-
dex. The zero-dispersion wavelengths are located at 1049
and 950 nm, respectively. Thus, the PCF is pumped in
the deeply normal dispersion region when femtosecond
pulses at 800 nm are chosen as the pump wave. When the
pump pulses at the center wavelength of 800 nm and
average input power of 300 mW are launched into the
PCF, the observed output far-field distributions of the
residual pump and anti-Stokes wave are shown in insets
1 and 2 of Fig. 1(c), which are consistent with those
shown in the insets 1 and 2 of Fig. 1(b).
In the experiment, the pump source used is a mode-

locked Ti:sapphire laser with the center wavelength of
800 nm and pulse width of 120 fs. A positive chirp is

introduced by a grating-based compressor. The initial
pump pulses are elongated to 265 fs. The pump pulses
are coupled by a 40× objective into a span of PCF with
the length of 28 cm, and the coupling efficiency can be up
to 65%. An isolator is used to prevent the output light
from reflecting back into the laser cavity, and a variable
attenuator is used to adjust the input average powers.
The transmission loss is measured by the cut-back
technique to be 1.1 dB/m at 800 nm. The output optical
spectra are simultaneously monitored by two optical
spectrum analyzers (Avaspec-256 and Avaspec-NIR-
256) in the ranges of 200–1100 nm and 900–2500 nm,
respectively.

For the intermodal FWM scheme, two fundamental
pump photons generate one second-order anti-Stokes
photon and one second-order Stokes photon. The phase
matching refers to the contributions of silica material,
waveguide structure, and nonlinearity. We can neglect
the effect of nonlinearity because the positive-chirp
introduced broadens the initial pump pulses and
rapidly reduces the peak power [14]. Thus, the phase-
mismatching factor δβ can be written as δβ � 2β1�ωp�−
β2�ωp � Ω�−β2�ωp − Ω�, where β1�ωp�, β2�ωp � Ω�, and
β2�ωp − Ω� are the propagation constants of the pump,
anti-Stokes, and Stokes wave, respectively. The subscript
1 and 2 represent the 1st and 2nd modes, ωp is the fre-
quency of pump wave, and Ω is the Stokes frequency
shift. In the energy conversion process, δβ � 0 should
be satisfied.

Figure 2(a) shows the δβ calculated without consider-
ing the nonlinearity contribution when the average input
power Pav of the pump pulses at 800 nm is increased from
100 to 300 mW.We note that δβ reaches zero at the visible
wavelength of 553.5 nm and near-infrared wavelength
of 1446 nm. Because the center wavelength of pump
pulses is located in the deeply normal dispersion region
of the fundamental mode, the self-phase modulation
(SPM) effect plays a dominate role. The initial spectra
of the pump are broadened by SPM, and part of the pump
energy is depleted. Figure 2(b) shows the observed out-
put spectra from the PCF. The inset shows the zoom-in
spectra of the anti-Stokes waves. It can be seen that the
anti-Stokes waves and the weaker Stokes waves with
gradually enhanced powers are generated at an approxi-
mate Ω of 5580 cm−1, corresponding to the visible wave-
length of 553.1 nm and near-infrared wavelength of
1445 nm, which agrees well with the calculation results
of Fig. 2(a). Also, as seen from the far-field distributions
shown in the insets 1 and 2 of Fig. 1(c), the pump and
anti-Stokes waves propagate in the fundamental and
second-order modes, respectively. Because of dispersion
and nonlinearity characteristics in different dispersion
regions, the output spectra of visible anti-Stokes waves
and near-infrared Stokes waves are broadened. For
the Stokes waves located in the anomalous dispersion
region of second-order mode, the significant spectral
broadening is induced by the soliton-related nonlinear
optical process. Figure 2(c) shows the dependences of
the output anti-Stokes and Stokes wave power Pas and
Ps and the conversion efficiency ηas and ηs from the
incident pump to spectrally isolated anti-Stokes and
Stokes waves on Pav. As seen from Fig. 2(c), for the cou-
pling efficiency of 65%, Pas are measured to be 4.55, 16.9,
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross-sectional structure of the PCF used in the
experiment. (b) The effective refractive index profiles of the
fundamental (1st) and second-order (2nd) modes. Insets 1
and 2 show the spatial mode profiles of 1st and 2nd modes cal-
culated at 800 and 553 nm. (c) The group-velocity dispersion
profiles calculated for 1st and 2nd modes. Insets 1 and 2 show
the observed output far-field distributions of the pump and anti-
Stokes wave for pump pulses at the center wavelength of
800 nm and the input average power of 300 mW.
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and 40.95 mW, and Ps are measured to be 2.6, 11.7, and
31.2 mW for Pav � 100, 200, and 300 mW, respectively.
The corresponding ηas increases from 7% to 13%, and
to 21%, and ηs increases from 4% to 9%, and to 16%, when
Pav increases from 100, to 200, and to 300 mW, respec-
tively. The maximum ηas and ηs can be up to 21% and
16%, which are mainly attributed to strong intermodal
nonlinearity induced by the significant mode field over-
lap between the fundamental and second-order modes
during the propagation. Thus, the anti-Stokes and Stokes
waves without SC contamination are efficiently gener-
ated through this intermodal FWM process.
When the center wavelength λp of pump pulses at Pav

of 300 mW is adjusted from 800 to 810, and to 820 nm,
similar intermodal FWM process occurs. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the calculated δβ reaches zero at the wave-
lengths of 553.5 nm, 553.6 nm, and 553.8 nm, and
1446 nm, 1516 nm, and 1591 nm, respectively. Figure 3(b)
and the inset show the observed whole output spectra

and the zoom-in spectra of the anti-Stokes waves.
Figure 3(c) shows the dependences of the center wave-
length λas and λs of the anti-Stokes and Stokes waves on
λp. As seen from Fig. 3(c), the λas are centered at
553.1 nm, 553.4 nm, and 553.9 nm, and λs are centered
at 1445 nm, 1513 nm, and 1586 nm, respectively, which
correspond to the approximate Ω of 5580, 5724, and
5859 cm−1. It can be seen from both of the theoretical and
experimental results that λas is insensitive to the pump
wavelength λp when compared to λs, which is obviously
different from the results demonstrated in intramode
FWM. Thus, nearly constant-wavelength anti-Stokes
waves and widely tunable Stokes waves can be gener-
ated, and the spectral power density of the anti-Stokes
waves can be much higher than that of the Stokes waves
because of the different spectral bandwidths. As λp is
increased, the decreasing energy conversion is consid-
ered to be due to increased pulse walk-off and reduced
mode field overlap.

Fig. 2. (a) Phase-mismatch factor δβ calculated for the pump
wave at 800 nm and average input power Pav of 100, 200, and
300 mW. (b) The observed output spectra. The inset shows the
zoom-in spectra of the anti-Stokes waves. (c) The dependences
of the output anti-Stokes and Stokes wave power Pas and Ps and
the conversion efficiency ηas and ηs on Pav.

Fig. 3. (a) Phase-mismatch factor δβ calculated for the aver-
age input power Pav � 300 mW and the center wavelength λp of
pump pulses at 800, 810, and 820 nm. (b) The observed output
spectra. The inset shows the zoom-in spectra of the anti-Stokes
waves. (c) The dependences of the center wavelength λas and
λs of the anti-Stokes and Stokes wave on λp on the pump
wavelength.
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In the following, we will discuss the influences of the
effects of fiber bending and pulse walk-off. As reported
in [14], the intermodal FWM process can be completely
suppressed by the fiber bending at the entrance end be-
cause of its dependence on the spontaneous buildup of
the Stokes wave, which propagates in the second-order
mode and has a large leaky loss owing to the small
relative hole size in the cladding. In contrast, our PCF has
a large relative hole size, so the leaky loss of the Stokes
wave in the second-order mode induced by the fiber
bending is greatly reduced. As shown in Fig. 4, when
the fiber bending radius R at the entrance end is reduced
from 20 to 15, to 10, and to 5 mm, Pas changes from 40.95
to 40.7, to 40.1, and to 39 mW, and Ps changes from 31.2
to 30.7, to 29.6, and to 27.5 mW, respectively, for λp at
800 nm and Pav at 300 mW. The experimental results
indicate that the energy conversion process based on
this intermodal FWM is insensitive to the fiber bending
even if R is as small as 5 mm.
The intermodal walk-off effect between the pump and

anti-Stokes and Stokes pulses can be described by the
walk-off parameter d12 � 1∕v�1�g �λp� − 1∕v�2�g �λp�, where
v�1�g �λp� and v�2�g �λp� are the group velocities of the 1st
and 2nd modes at λp. The calculated d12 at λp of 800,
810, and 820 nm are the order of ∼10−2 ps∕mm. More-
over, the positive chirp can speed up the pump pulse
broadening. Therefore, the intermodal FWM effects
can noticeably occur because of the longer walk-off
length in our PCF.
In summary, an enhanced intermodal FWM process is

demonstrated through pumping in the deeply normal
dispersion region of the fundamental mode of a PCF.
By intermodal phase-matching between the fundamental
and second-order modes, nearly constant-wavelength

visible anti-Stokes waves and widely tunable near-
infrared Stokes waves are generated. Moreover, the fiber
bending and intermodal walk-off effect of pulses do not
have significant influence on the nonlinear optical proc-
ess. This intermodal FWMscheme canbe used to generate
the visible and near-infrared short pulse sources without
SC contamination for ultrafast photonics and spectros-
copy, biomedical optics, and multi-photon ionization.
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Fig. 4. Dependences of the output anti-Stokes and Stokes
wave power Pas and Ps measured at the pump center wave-
length λp of 800 nm and the average input power Pav of
300 mW on the fiber bending radius R.
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